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NEW QUESTION: 1
A virtual server for a set of web services is constructed on an
LTM device. The LTM Specialist has created an iRule and applied
this iRule to the virtual server:
when HTTP_REQUEST {
switch [HTTP::uri] {
"/WS1/ws.jsp" {
log local0. "[HTTP::uri]-Redirected to JSP Pool"
pool JSP
}
default { log local0. "[HTTP::uri]-Redirected to Non-JSP Pool"
pool NonJSP
} } }
However, the iRule is NOT behaving as expected. Below is a
snapshot of the log:
/WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP Pool /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to
JSP Pool /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP Pool
/WS1/WS.jsp-Redirected to Non-JSP Pool /ws1/WS.jsp-Redirected
to Non-JSP Pool /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP Pool
/ws1/ws.jsp-Redirected to Non-JSP Pool
What is the problem?

A. The condition in the iRule is case sensitive.
B. The pool members of both pools need to be set up as
case-insensitive members.
C. The "Process Case-Insensitivity" option for the virtual
server needs to be selected.
D. The 'switch' command in the iRule has been used incorrectly.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
As a wireless LAN consultant, you have been contacted by one of
your customers to go to their premises to troubleshoot a
problem with a single wireless client station (Station-Z).
Your customer informs you that other wireless client stations
are not having problems with wireless connectivity, and that
Station-Z is configured in the same manner as all other
wireless client stations on the network. Station-Z is showing
an unusually high retransmission count in its client utilities.
Using a wireless protocol analyzer, where and how would you
begin troubleshooting this problem?
A. Position the analyzer half way between Station-Z and the
access point. Analyze the distance between Station-Z and the
access point.
B. Position the analyzer near Station-Z. Analyze Station-Z
transmissions and acknowledgements. Look for RF and
obstacle-induced interference.
C. Position the analyzer half way between Station-Z and the
access point. Analyze the data rate at which frames are sent
and how long they take to be received.
D. Position the analyzer near Station-Z. Analyze the frames
Station-Z is receiving, looking for corrupted frames.
E. Position the analyzer near the access point. See if
Station-Z frames are reaching the access point and if so,
analyze their signal strength.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
When the body consumes more calories than it uses, the
condition is called
A. Ketogenesis.
B. Positive electrolyte balance.
C. Positive caloric balance.
D. Negative energy balance.
Answer: C
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